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1. Arrangements for the General Assembly 

This is the first Assembly taking place at the Hayes Conference Centre. The hope 
had been that all members of Assembly would be able to be resident at the 
Hayes, and that the capacity of the Hayes would act as something of a limitation 
on the size of the Assembly.  

 
Unfortunately, the Assembly is already beyond the capacity of the Hayes, and it is 
likely that some will need to stay in nearby accommodation. This to some extent 
undermines one of the key reasons that the Hayes was selected as a venue. 
Along with concerns about the lack of flexibility from the venue, the Committee 
has agreed to explore possible alternative venues that would allow Assembly to 
be contained on a compact site but may provide more appropriate 
accommodation for our needs.  

 
If proposals are brought to change the venue of Assembly, it is unlikely this would 
take effect for a number of years because of provisional bookings already having 
been made. 

 
2. Standing Orders 

New Standing Orders, that can function for hybrid meetings, were adopted at 
Assembly Executive in November 2021. The Standing Orders are designed to 
keep the key elements of consensus decision making, whilst allowing the decision 
making part of the process to proceed on a ‘supermajority’ principle.  

 
Where the Moderator feels that Assembly is too divided in the course of debate, it 
is within their gift to determine that Assembly will not proceed to a formal vote to 
allow for more reflection across the family of the United Reformed Church. Where 
votes are taken, the required majority is two-thirds. The Committee invited Mr 
Alan Yates, who had articulated particular concerns, to a meeting to allow for 
further conversation on the topic.  

 
Following careful deliberation, the Committee has decided not to bring revised 
Standing Orders to General Assembly. The primary reasoning for this is that 
constitutional changes require a two-thirds majority. This is determined in the 
Rules of Procedure and is clearly to prevent major changes within the life of the 
church from happening on a very slender majority.  

 
It seems illogical to require a higher level of percentage for matters which don’t 
have constitutional weight, than those that do. Therefore, we are minded that for 
the time being, we will continue with the Standing Orders as adopted in 
November 2021. This will be the first time they have been used in a General 
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Assembly, and it seems wise to experience the reality of their use before 
proceeding to further change. If it becomes clear the will of Assembly is for further 
revision of the standing orders after they have been experienced in operation, 
that course of action of course remains open to us. 

 
3. Future dates of General Assembly and Assembly Executive 

Assembly Executive expressed a preference at its meeting in November 2021 for 
its regular in person meetings to happen in February, rather than November.  

 
Historically, the reason November was chosen was because this is the point at 
which a budget needs agreeing for the following year. November is, in reality, 
very soon after General Assembly in July. The committees of the Church tend not 
to meet over the summer, and initial meetings after Assembly are normally in 
September. Papers for a November Assembly Executive must be prepared by 
October, and this is too small a window for meaningful work to have been 
achieved since General Assembly.  

 
Now that Zoom meetings of the Assembly Executive are possible, the intention is 
that there would be a short Zoom meeting in the autumn each year, for the 
purposes of adopting the budget for the following year, and to attend to any other 
urgent business.  

 
The main in-person meeting of the Assembly Executive will then be in February, 
which will allow meaningful work to have taken place since General Assembly 
and prove a good point in the cycle of the Church’s year to test the mind of 
Executive about work being prepared for the General Assembly. 

 
It has not proved possible to move the November 2022 meeting to February 
2023, so in 2022, Executive will be meeting in November. This also assists with 
the timetable for the proposed adoption of a new pension scheme, and the 
adoption of a new General Assembly Committee structure.  

 
The first February meeting of the Assembly Executive will therefore be in 
February 2024, replacing that initially scheduled for November 2023. 

 
Provisional bookings have been made for the following dates and venues:   

 
Assembly Executive and General Assembly dates and venues overview 
Season Dates Venue 

AE Autumn 2022 Monday 28 - Wednesday 30 November 2022 High Leigh 
GA 2023 Friday 30 June - Monday 3 July The Hayes 

AE Spring 2024 TBD TBD 
GA 2024 12 July - 15 July 2024 The Hayes 
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